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Thomas Jefferson, in these letters to Americans and the citizens of the world, is as always a radical
and visionary idealist. He is also outraged at contemporary America. Yet, his assertions are in the
end even more shocking for their spiritual optimism. On matters of the human soul and spirit,
his thinking has evolved well beyond where he is remembered historically. He is also writing to us
cognizant of our future as follows:
America means love.
The word America means love.
It is time, at last, for Americans to know that meaning,
and not a moment too soon.
Mr. Jefferson has returned for this critical time of decision to reawaken and revive the ailing soul
of America. The soul of every human, every community and every nation is that unique inner
consciousness which serves to navigate the living vessel of each life back to the safe harbor of
reunion with the divine love which sent it forth.
Mr. Jefferson’s writings received at various moments on and after July 4th within the year 2007
are meant to be letters to all humanity. They are, however, focused on aspects of the American
soul lest it journey farther from planetary potential toward planetary problem.
"First by far in profiteering in the war and death industry, America yet is still the global seat of
benevolence and idealism. Such a soul-wrenching struggle for clarity and purity of purpose human
life has never seen before. The depth of the mystery of how good and evil could so inhabit a single
soul seems to have rolled in like a thick fog from the ocean of human evolution. The American
soul is desperate for the burning power and purity of sunlight, the sunlight of spiritual
transcendence.
"It feels like an endless hopeless night of blinding murder among you. Yet, dawn is inevitable.
There are those Americans among you still, first alone and then in small villages and towns and
city neighborhoods who are rising early in courage to be bringers of the dawn. "I am reminded of
the midnight ride of Paul Revere calling our country to the fight for freedom which today has
begun again. If money is your purpose, early death to all life is your certain end. This time you
fight the forces of eternal extinction.
Rise up. The dawn is at your door
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